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By VIRGILIA VIRJOGHE
Multi-Media Contributor. Author

INGRID’S NOTE: Virgilia approached me months ago to write a piece about THE METHOD®,
after she started following my advice, recipes and doing the work-outs all the way in NYC. She
transformed her body and state of mind about eating with THE METHOD, and to me that was an
easy transition since she grew up in Europe. She often wrote me that she felt like it was going back
to her roots. Virgilia is smart, talented, and a monster of research, her story is incredible, I read her
book and couldn’t put it down THE QUEST TO THE AMERICAN DREAM , so her questions as you
can imagine were so potent, they really got me to sit down, reflect and think long and hard about
WHAT THE METHOD® is and WHAT I SET IT OUT TO BE. This was just the questionnaire for the
feature she is doing about THE METHOD® on HEDONIST Magazine, so since the actual interview
is only being used to create valuable material for the feature and will not be published, we chose
to publish it as a newsletter.
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Ingrid, you created The Method one of the
most detailed and valuable fitness regimen
currently available on the market having
Pilates as the foundation. Where did the
inspiration come from?

My Body was the inspiration. THE METHOD® was
a counter intuitive process that was never met to
hit the market or to be released to the public. I
danced Ballet at pro-level till the age of 14 when I
was diagnosed with scoliosis, which is a curse for
the classical dancer. My mother opted against the
high-risk operation and for the back-brace. It took
4 years to correct my spine completely, I quit
ballet and followed a strict muscular
reinforcement physical therapy to build muscle
around my spine to hold it up and straight.
I discovered Pilates with Mary Winsor, a pioneer in the original Joseph Pilates Method in
Santa Monica California, at the age of 19 years old, over the years I implemented my own
athletic knowledge, my medical and physical needs as well as my want for certain body
aesthetics into a complex routine I created for myself, I departed from the mainstream
Pilates, and the Reformer hype that started flooding on the market, in the course of the next
17 years I practiced my very own protocol, which has now become THE METHOD®. The
wellness section of THE METHOD® is inspired by my French upbringing, inducing a healthy
relationship with food, a stress free approach to a healthy body, while the whole hormonal
awareness comes from my own practice of THE METHOD®
“The wellness section throughout different cycles of my life as a woman, from
of THE METHOD® is
puberty, to motherhood, to enduring the 30’s and 40’s
inspired by my French hormonal changes and suffering startling miscarriages. Just
upbringing, inducing a then did THE METHOD® become a 360 degrees BODY
STRATEGY rather than just a fitness program.
healthy relationship

with food, a stress
free approach to a
healthy body”

2.What is the difference between the classic Pilates classes and
The Method?
Well, I could explain this 2 ways. I could say it’s not Pilates, it’s
better ! And while this is true on so many levels, it is an unfair statement to the science it
stems from, because THE METHOD® is actually a futuristic homage to Joseph Pilates’
ORIGINAL METHOD. I’ve gone back almost a hundred years in my practice of Pilates. Joe
Pilates created the mat movements we call Pilates today, and while classic Pilates classes
have evolved into many kinds of methods, I find the mainstream market has distraught
some of his principles, by fancying them up and adding the “help” of attractive machines
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called Reformers. Joe never created a
reformer with moving plates under the
pelvis. He created his method called
contrology on a prison bunk bed with
elastic straps attached. He originally
meant for his method to be a sports
rehab, which without the help of any
equipment would rehabilitate the body to
its normal fully-operational younger state.
I didn’t like what the popular market did
with Pilates, so THE METHOD® departed
completely from it and went back to the
foundations of Joe’s original method. The
mind controls the body, the body doesn’t
controls the mind… no machines needed,
your body can fight its biggest challenges
imposed by age, injuries, and aches, and execute the most intricate movements thru the
discovery of muscles hardly ever solicited in our every day lives, or in fitness programs. So
THE METHOD is an innovative system as it induces seamless advanced execution of
elaborate, complex, uniquely modified Originally Pilates exercises or derived from Pilates
movements, while staying true & faithful to the foundation of the original method. Thru
balance, spinal alignment, vertebral lengthening, straightening & muscle strengthening,
resulting in LONG LEAN SCULPTED BEAUTIFUL MUSCLES. Whatever is commercial also
often bypasses the whole mental process involved in changing one’s body, so it was
important for me to add-on the most essential factor I’ve created: CONTROLOGY
INTEGRATION, also derived from Joe’s belief in mind-to-body control, I’ve developed a
unique mind-to-body cognitive system allowing anyone (any demography, body type,
gender) to RECLAIM YOUR BODY thru the powerful cognitive computer that is THE MIND.
3.

What is the reformer stick and how did you
come up with this model?

Actually I did not create THE REFOMER STICK. I browsed
and experimented with dozens of equipments (Pilates
and non-Pilates) before I finally found what is today THE
REFORMER STICK. Originally an AQUAGYM Stick
manufactured by the company GYMSTICK, and not used
for Pilates, but completely different kinds of movements
to be performed in the water.
I was looking for what I call a SPINAL ALIGNMENT TUTOR
(I often joke to my clients that I originally called it a “spine
nazy”. So when I came across this plexiglass barre, with resistance bands strong enough to make
usually easy movements (as water facilitates movements) hard to perform in water, I knew it had
the level of difficulty I was looking for. The REFORMER STICK became that one instrument that
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would
induce
obligatory spinal
alignment, and
advanced lifting of
one’s own bodyweight,
while performing the
most
intricate
movements.
4.
Over 350
patented exercises
based on the
p r i n c i p l e
of Contrology
Integration Protocol: core, posture, spinal alignment, mind control. It sounds rather
scientific…
Yes, it was so important for me to base this protocol on
science. You cannot possibly work the body, transform it,
without caution and knowledge. The body, our health isn’t
something you experiment with. I first created 348 movements
to be exact, in cognitive correlation with the mind. It is based
on so much science indeed, and medical knowledge
stemming from my years of spinal treatment with a medical
professor in Toulouse, France. The anatomy of the spine has no
secrets for me, I am so knowledgeable when it comes to the
fundamental basis to knowing all about spinal conditions and
functions. I can read spinal scans as well as a specialized
doctor could. Add Joe’s knowledge to that ( he created
Contrology because he was a sickly child suffering from
rheumatic fever), he too created the 34 basic movements to
soothe his aches and regain control of his body. Pilates
originally gained knowledgeability from helping dancers
through rehabilitation from injury, and by the early 1960’s, Joe
and Clara ( his wife who was a medical professional) were
considered the ‘go-to’ couple for dancers and performers. I
based THE METHOD® on that for my own recovery, to return
my spine to its original straight state, to regain the perfection of my dancer’s body. I bypassed
commercialized Pilates and based the elaboration of my own methodology on Joe’s method
Contrology, my bibles were his 2 books Your Health, published in 1934, which laid out many of his
ideas about health and posture, while Return to Life Through Contrology, published in 1945,
provides instructions for performing 34 of his mat exercises.performing 34 of his mat exercises. My
348 patented movements are based on so much medical and technical knowledge, including the
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progression of medical and therapeutic treatments for the spine, rheumatism, arthritis, discal
aches, hernias and more …
A group of leading research physiotherapists at Queensland University indirectly catapulted
Pilates into the mainstream medical world. Using advanced research techniques, they discovered
that engaging the deep abdominal muscles, as Pilates taught, is one of the most important
mechanisms for stabilizing the spine, THE METHOD® thrives on this very important fundamental.
Suddenly the medical world could now support what was previously embraced by the artistic
fields of dance and theatre.
5.
Your program has a tag line: Strong mind in a gorgeous body. Practicing The
Method implies strong motivation and a clear visualization of the process while
transforming your body. The routine is very rigorous and definitely not for the faint at heart.
Do you have clients who start and are not able to keep up with the routine?
Never have I had a client not being able to do THE METHOD®, the only time this happens is when
people watch what we are doing but don’t hear
the instructions, then the movements are
impossible for them to execute. In other
words, the movements without contrology
integration (instructional speech induction) are
impossible to execute. On the other hand, a
full-fledged session including contrology
integration induction thru speech therapy will
enable absolutely anyone to execute. That is
the power of the mind. THE METHOD® is
proof that mental and physical health are
interrelated, by first attending to one’s mental
strength thru my contrology integration
system, I can get anyone to execute the most
intricate movements, movements one never
thought his/her body capable of. My contrology integration system was created based on my
knowledge of treating learning disabilities in children. My son Dylan was diagnosed on the
spectrum when he was 3, so I took Special Education night classes at Brooklyn College to deal
with his impairments and help him develop his cognitive abilities. Overtime, we as adults cognitive
mind to body process slows down, with Contrology Integration which is a way of speaking the
information to your mind and speed up the processing of information to your body, there will
more processing space and increased cognitive energy available to perform like never before.

6.
The Method is a very well-structured program that I call a life style. You have a
newsletter where you introduce new recipes and even offer exercises that can be performed
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with a towel in the hotel or wherever you are. Is The Method
achievable by women who are always on the go?
Yes !!!! I’m THE METHOD® guinea pig, everything the protocol is
was meant to accommodate my own needs. Im a busy professional,
a globe-trotter and a mom, THE METHOD has been created around
THE REFORMER STICK which can be folded and tucked into a
luggage, all you need is a hard floor, and a mat. I’ve created so
many different channels to have
access to the Master Sessions
anywhere, anytime, wherever. There
are Private Skype sessions with my
team and myself, we work on the
clients’ time zone, there is also a
monthly subscription to THE
METHOD® VIRTUAL PLATFORM
offering 4-5 supercharged master
sessions (40 minutes) on streaming
accessible anytime. And for those who
cannot bring their stick, or don’t have 40 minutes, there are FREE
FLASH WORK-OUTS available on the website, which can be done
in a hotel room with the simple use of a towel for alignment and
control.
7.

Who is your typical client?

There is somewhat of a wide range and diversity in my
clients and their needs.
My first type of client is the professional athlete (tennis
players, boxers, MMA fighters, Dancers & soccer
players), who rely on THE METHOD® for conditioning
or as rehabilitation from injury. For these performers
and athletes THE METHOD® transforms the use of
physical energy, and teaches to exert it from the center
so as to coordinate movements of the extremities,The
goal is for this precision to eventually become second
nature and carry over into performing their discipline
with more strength while economizing movements,
improving their performance.

THE METHOD® adept Virgilia Virjoghe,

The second type of client is the one I refer to as the
“convert”: individuals who have been fitness aficionados
practicing avidly a discipline that didn’t work well for
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them, or ultimately caused injury, or bulky results.
Those are so common, these individuals come to
me after practicing or trying other disciplines
and often come with injuries such as discal
hernias, sciaticas, torn crossed-ligaments, and
more… or those that have been doing crosstraining, bootcamp, or intense cardio and
intervals and dislike their results, and are
dreaming of a change. For this people , THE
METHOD® is not only a complete conversion but
also a revelation. It’s like they finally find a way to
have a dialogue with their bodies. We transform
their muscles from bulky and inflamed to long
lean
and
stretched.
The third type of client
the social elite: Monaco is a very
exclusive place. Having access to THE METHOD® is somewhat of
a privilege. Access to THE METHOD® private sessions and its
studio is limited and available to a few. The prices reflect the level
of excellence THE METHOD® promises. This type of client is very
committed, and the commitment is insured by the investment of
time and money they choose to dedicate to their practice and
their results. This client is
the kind that gets to be in
on the secret, the gift of full
control & repossession of
their body, mind and life.
They often reach a professional level of expertise, one of my
clients is actually opening THE METHOD® franchise in
London this fall.
The fourth type of client is the devotee, the ARMY, the
movement, the one that won’t necessarily be on site for
private sessions, or prefers the group energy and setting,
and is here for the secret. This type of client, is like you
Virgilia, an adept, whom thru its more affordable & at
their fingertips channels like group sessions (available at
Lauryn Evarts of THE SKINNY CONFIDENTIAL is
our Monaco Studio once per day, 4 days a week only) or THE METHOD® OnLive client, and fits in a Skype
thru the virtual platform, practice THE METHOD® on their Private Session into her busy schedule
own terms, fit it into their very busy schedules, and on
different time zones regardless for grueling work hours,
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traveling time, jet-lag and time zone changes. These kind of
clients are those that since they receive a bit less support
than the private clients, demonstrate more INTENTION,
MOTIVATION, DRIVE & Discipline. Those are the clients that
practice THE METHOD® the way I did for 19 years.

Claudia is a Monaco resident and group client, she is
a very active mom, and usually attends THE METHOD
sessions up to 2 times per week.

8.
How long it takes to see results after starting
the method and how many times a week do you
recommend it?
Joe Pilates wrote “In 10 sessions, you feel better, 20
sessions you look better, 30 sessions you have a
completely new body”. Well, with THE METHOD® it’s
pilates on steroids.
Results start at the first session: YOU FEEL the results
and the difference immediately.
At the 3 rd session: You feel the change in posture and
walk a straighter line. You are less hungry and less
grumpy. After 6 sessions: YOU SEE the results, you start
seeing muscle definition in your abdominals, your leg
looks longer, your collarbone is more defined, your
arms and legs are longer and leaner. Your hormones
feel more balanced.
After 10 to 15 sessions Your body and your mind is
completely transformed, your lifestyle is dramatically
changed.

Liliya Tippets (CEO of Luxury International Magazine
MONACO) has been THE METHOD adept for over 3
years, and transformed her body, and mind in just a few
month.

9. You travel extensively. Do you have a team that
trains your clients in your absence?
I do travel extensively, I work from wherever I am via Skype with my private clients. And whether
I’m traveling or in town I do have a team of Master Instructors who attend to their own clients and
mine in my absence. I tend to limit my own clientele to a few of my most loyal clients so I can
devote more time to the expansion of THE METHOD® brand and the opening of franchises
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worldwide, while I’ve also just signed a book deal about my fitness and wellness approach, which
will keep me busy for the months to come. So my team is key to my operation.
10.
How does your team get certified to become The
Method instructors and based on what criterias you are
selecting your staff?
That’s a great question. THE METHOD® demands a certain profile. I
select my instructors first and foremost from their professional
fitness background. Classical dancers, yoga & pilates instructors
are in my opinion those best suited to make the perfect transition
to THE METHOD®. No matter what their previous training is it’s
going to be a conversion for them. They go thru 8-12 weeks of
intensive training and instruction, concluded with 4 mock group
sessions (with real willing participating clients) examinations, 2
private sessions (with real clients) examinations, and a theory
examination. The training implies performance & execution to
perfection, mastering instructing & movement induction via
Contrology Integration pedagogy and developing their individual
style within THE METHOD® ’s scope of conscious and
subconscious development and transformation.

Ingrid, the creator of THE METHOD®, in Capri,
this summer

11.
You are very keen on following a specific
healthy yet delicious diet. Are cheat-days permitted
and how often is it allowed to treat yourself and still
maintain the amazing silhouette your clients have?
I hate the word diet. THE METHOD® lifestyle is an antidiet concept, inspired by my French upbringing, I think
of our relationship with food as a non-restrictive. Which
means there is no need for cheating. I advocate eating it
all with awareness and mindfulness but never with stress,
eating for pleasure and satisfaction, responding
physiological needs, eating INTUITIVELY rather than
giving in to eating impulses driven by emotions. For me
cooking and the pleasure of the table are
essential to this approach, you feel like eating
Mia Jacob, is THE METHOD® a certified Master
French-fries most of the time because of an
Instructor training clients at THE METHOD® Monaco
emotional impulse for example. So, if like me
& via Skype
you go to the market everyday (I will use 20-30
mins of my lunch break to go shopping for
fresh produce) you can select delicious foods to homemake at home and prepare meats and
chicken with oriental spices (I cook Moroccan cuisine essentially because of my parents origins),
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and roast sweet potatoes in garlic and herbs to titillate
your palate better than a French Fries ever could).
Having such control over your Ghrelin hormone
(hunger hormone) makes eating a burger or pizza once
in a while no big deal.
Ive travelled all over the Italian Amalfi coast this
summer, and had pasta every single day while
managing my weight by sharing pasta portions with my
husband, and
keeping my
protein portion
to a handful size,
and
most
importantly
lingering at the
table, taking the
time to chew my delicious food, looking at gorgeous views.
Another thing I learnt from my mother’s French table, is that
it is adequate to take a few bites, then put your fork and
knife down, have a sip of wine or water, then resume eating
a few more bites. She also insisted we look up and off our
plates and make eye contact with our table peers and have
a conversation. This very much controls the cortisol level,
but it also tricks the ghrelin hormone into sending
neurological signals of satiation because of the time you
took to eat, rather than gobbling your food down.
12.
You are offering a life style alternative that focuses on a very clean diet. If we eat
healthy do we need to take extra supplements and vitamins?
I do not like supplementing with packaged manufactured stuff.
I was born to French parents, and even though I am from the U.S my upbringing stayed very
European. We get our supplements from natural foods. We need probiotics to attend to our good
gut bacteria (which is vital to weight-loss and weight control), so we eat unpasteurized yogurt and
cheeses. We need prebiotics to help the gut bacteria produce nutrients for your colon cells and
leads to a healthier digestive system which comes in the form of dietary fiber. For that start with
vegetables like string beans, artichokes, asparagus, leeks, konjac root, and more leafy greens, and
fruits like berries. I sometimes have a hard time getting my daily dose of dietary fiber so I will
supplement my dietary fiber intake with PURE INULIN POWDER ( manufactured in the E.U rather
than the USA, as the content will be purer and definitely under better FDA restrictions than the
states), it’s natural powdered chicore root, I put in my morning coffee, which fuels my morning
work-out even though I exercise on an empty stomach for emphasized results.
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I really don’t think we need to supplement
our diets with protein powders (unless you
are a vegetarian living on tofu) we already
eat an excessive amount of protein daily
which leads to weight gain (look at the
portions of chicken and meats served in
restaurants they are huge).
Any supplements you need should be
found in your natural produce and foods. I
have found that taking OMEGA -3 is great
for me, I make sure to get E.U.
Manufactured capsules.

Photo by Meryl Chiche (CEO of Les Merveilleuses
Paris). This chic and busy Parisienne includes THE
METHOD® recommended INULIN coﬀee into her
routine, and often as an Intermittent Fasting

13.
With the many products available
on the market based on what
criterias should We select the aliments
we put in our bodies? A lot of products
are labeled as organic and they still have
ingredients that are harming our bodies.

It’s so true nothing is truly organic anymore.
Its become a market hype, most of what you
buy at whole foods in the states isn’t organic at
all. For USA residents, gravitate towards
farmer’s markets for your dairy products, inquire
about whether they are fermented or unfermented
(Unfermented is better its probiotic) lots of goat
products will be unfermented and better for your
gut health and weight loss, and will not have any
type of hidden or added glucose, antibiotics,
GMO’s, steroids or whatever other crap is in
American products nowadays.
Same goes for the meats and poultry, make sure
you are buying organic and grass-fed. In the states
I almost never ate meat and if I did it was kosher
meat imported from Argentina. Kosher meat
regardless of religious belief are subject to greater
hygienic restrictions
and under stricter
supervision.
Eat real food, don’t buy kale Chips ( they all have
added preservatives and glucose), buy kale and
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make your chips it’s so easy, and I find that the “making process” starts the effect of satisfaction
before even eating the food.
Don’t trust all vegetal milks, especially when manufactured in the USA, for example Silk Cashew
Milk even the unsweetened version has 160 mg sodium added, sodium is salt and will mess with
your hormones and cause water retention. And preservatives to extend shelf life of these nondairy products are also not great for you and ultimately will sabotage your weight loss journey.
Instead gravitate towards E.U non dairy products, with Amazon and amazon prime nowadays you
have access to better products under stricter regulations such as Plenish + manufactured in the
UK, with real organic contents.
Lets go back to dairy for a second, don’t jump on lactose intolerance or gluten-free bandwagons
so fast. Today most of the products we eat we have an intolerance to… let me explain, the quality
of the flour in our bread today isn’t like the one our parents ate when they ate baguette at every
single meal in France back in the 80’s. Today flours grains are stripped of everything including the
fiber, so flours bags have a longer shelf life, this causes
our intolerance to gluten such as bloating, skin rashes
and feeling tired and foggy. Same goes for the Barilla
pasta you are buying. Try going for fresh pasta for
example and you will see how much lighter yet satiated
you feel after eating a smaller portion (in Brooklyn NY,
going to the Italian delicatessen I often found fresh pasta
with flour still sticking to it). I like to substitute my pasta
whenever possible with chickpea pasta, its gluten-free,
grain-free, low-carb, its rich in protein and fiber.
For yogurts, if the farmers market isn’t working for you,
look for middle-eastern food stores like Israeli or
Lebanese specialty stores, NY is filled with them so I am
sure your town is too, and buy yogurts such as Kefir or
Laban, that come straight from these countries and
bypass the crap-mill of American manufacturing. Those
are true probiotics and so good on your digestive
system.
14. Do you plan to introduce The Method to the American market?
THE METHOD is already very much present on the American market. I launched the Virtual
Platform mainly to satisfy the demand I was getting from Americans. We are starting to certify
studio owners in the U.S. and are in talks to open several franchises, hopefully the first one will be
in my hometown NYC.
15. You are very active on social media. Do you get clients from these platforms as well?
ABSOLUTELY ! I’m mostly active of Instagram, it’s a fantastic platform for me and I’ve build such a
faithful, supportive, generous micro-community. Insta is such a wonderful way of showcasing what
THE METHOD lifestyle is, it is quite transparent in the sense that it lets you show who you are and
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how you practice what you preach with authenticity.
I love the stories the most because I feel this is the
channel that enabled me to cross over and reach an
array of different women and men across the globe,
with so much truth and integrity. I've gotten many
clients from instagram, I’ve also been fortunate
enough to build some incredible friendships and
develop some valuable business collaborations and
opportunities with like minded professionals and
peers.
16. What is the ratio local/international clients?
Do you have international clients who take the
class only occasionally when they visit Monaco?
Monaco used to be my main source of income, but
over the past year and thanks to Instagram,
Fa c e b o o k a n d b l o g o s p h e r e i n fl u e n c e m y
international client ratio is now 50/50. Most of those clients do SKYPE PRIVATE OnLive Sessions
with my instructors or with me, and the ones that can will travel a few times per year to follow a
week private workshop at our Monaco studio, and registered to attend our week long retreat in
Corsica THE METHOD TRANSFORMATION RETREAT LUXE, coming up in October.
17.
What do you aim to achieve
with The Method?
Sustainability and Control. I want THE
METHOD to give people the freedom
to live with the body they want and
the strong mind to go with it. I want
THE METHOD to become this outlet
that bypasses the preconceived
criteria of demography, age, physical
challenges, and becomes a
UNIVERSAL TOOL to RECLAIM YOUR
BODY, and thus your life. THE
METHOD is usually the last resort one
comes to after trying all kinds of diets,
and exercises and still not having the
results they want. That’s why we are
not dietitians, nutritionists, or doctors,
we are BODY STRATEGISTS, and we strategize away and against everything else you have tried
that has not worked for you.
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18. What is your biggest achievement in life?
Surviving… having survived and having done so for
my kids. Never letting adversity take over control of
my life, and destroy theirs. My biggest achievement
is having these 3 humans look up to me, and
consider my mistakes and successes equally as
their PRIDE. My biggest achievement is to never be
ashamed of where I’ve been, because that’s what
got me to where I am today.

19.
What are your biggest goals with
your career, with The Method?
I hope for THE METHOD to become a
UNIVERSAL source of knowledge, an authority
in the wellness and fitness sphere, a lifestyle
choice known and available to all. I want my
career to be defined as a life-changing concept that transformed individuals and professionals
approach to health wellness and fitness. Beyond financial success, I wish to have an impact like
Joe Pilates did in his Era.

20.
The hedonist mantra is “You can be, do and have
anything you want. What’s your take on such
statement?
THE HEDONIST might as well have stolen this mantra from
me (joking). That is exactly the message I’m conveying, and
spreading. My lifestyle is so inspired by my parents’ French
life and the wonderful era they’ve lived their best life,
alongside Brigitte Bardot and Alain Delon in St Tropez ∎

Ingrid and her husband Gil, both grew up with a French
upbringing and share the same hedonistic & healthy lifestyle
habits, which they practice living in the South of France or
traveling from St Tropez, to Capri, or in St Barth where they got
married last year.
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